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Impact of Metal Contamination in Silicon Solar Cells
Gianluca Coletti,* Paula C. P. Bronsveld, Giso Hahn, Wilhelm Warta, Daniel Macdonald,
Bruno Ceccaroli, Karsten Wambach, Nam Le Quang, and Juan M. Fernandez
cost of investment for conventional polySi production plants is a barrier to solving
this bottleneck, a barrier which tends to
become more relevant during periods of
financial crisis. Furthermore, there will be
greater consideration given to technologies
with reduced energy-payback times and
with lower carbon footprints. Therefore,
there is a strong need for low-cost and lowinvestment-cost technologies for the production of silicon for solar cells. However,
such low-cost-production technologies will
most likely compromise the purity of the
resultant silicon. For example, construction materials (e.g., steel or graphite used
in new types of reactors) or reactants
(e.g., Zn to reduce chlorosilane, C, Al) may
influence the quality of the silicon. Also,
some low-cost-production technologies rely
on not purifying the raw (metallurgical)
silicon to the same extent as conventional
technologies. Therefore, it is crucial to
have accurate specifications for concentrations of impurities that could be allowed in
silicon feedstock for solar cells (commonly
described as ‘ solar-grade silicon’) without
risking the ambitious yield and cost targets on the system level
and achieving shorter energy-payback times at the same time.
Groundbreaking research performed in the 1970s and 1980s
by Westinghouse Corp[2] (WH study) is still used as a reference
for the effect of impurities on solar-cell performance. However,
because of numerous improvements in cell processes since

The impact of the transition metals iron, chromium, nickel, titanium and
copper on solar-cell performance is investigated. Each impurity is intentionally added to the silicon feedstock used to grow p-type, directionally solidified,
multicrystalline silicon ingots. A state-of-the-art screen-print solar-cell process
is applied to this material. Impurities like iron, chromium and titanium cause
a reduction in the diffusion length. Nickel does not reduce the diffusion length
significantly, but strongly affects the emitter recombination, reducing the
solar-cell performance significantly. Copper has the peculiarity of impacting
both base-bulk recombination as well as emitter recombination. Two models
based on the Scheil distribution of impurities are derived to fit the degradation
along the ingot. Solar-cell performances are modelled as a function of base-bulk
recombination and emitter-bulk recombination. The model fits the experimental
data very well and is also successfully validated. Unexpectedly, the distribution
of impurities along the ingot, due to segregation phenomena (Scheil distribution), leaves its finger-print even at the end of the solar-cell process. A measure
of impurity impact is defined as the level of impurity that causes a degradation
in cell performance of less than 2% up to 90% of the ingot height. The advantage of this impurity-impact metric is that it comprises the different impurities’
physical characters in one single parameter, which is easy to compare.

1. Introduction
Solar-energy conversion to electricity is growing rapidly. More
than 80% of the global solar-cell production is based on silicon.[1] The availability of silicon of sufficient perceived chemical
purity (>7 N) has been probably the most-important bottleneck
for further growth during specific time periods. The excessive
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then, and the increased use of directionally solidified, multicrystalline ingots[3] instead of single-crystalline ingots, there is
a need for updated and more-detailed studies.
In this work we study the impact of iron, chromium, nickel,
titanium and copper on p-type, multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si)
ingots, with particular emphasis on the properties of the solar
cells and the detrimental effect on the solar-cell performance.
Iron is a dominant metal impurity in silicon, and, being
a relatively fast-diffusing impurity, is sensitive to gettering.
Chromium and nickel, as components of steel together with
iron, are widely employed as construction materials for equipment, often resulting in significant silicon contamination.
Copper is a fast-diffusing impurity, having a high mobility
even at room temperature: therefore contamination and indiffusion of copper is not unlikely. In addition Cu is used as a
catalyst in the production of fluidized-bed-reactor polysilicon.
Titanium is a slow diffuser and easily forms oxides at high
temperature: therefore its in-diffusion is unlikely. However, if
present in the molten silicon (e.g., from the polysilicon, crucible, silicon nitride coating, etc.) it can be incorporated in the
silicon ingots, from where it cannot precipitate or be gettered,
and therefore is very detrimental to the minority-charge-carrier
lifetime. Essentially, these impurities exhibit a wide range
of physical properties (e.g., diffusivity, solubility, segregation
coefficient, etc.). Therefore the extent of precipitation and
gettering are expected to be significantly different, and this
group of metals can be considered as model impurities for
the behavior of other impurities with similar characteristics.
It is important to note that, in this study, the impurities are
introduced in the silicon charge and are, of course, subject to a
similar thermal history and process, as would any impurity be
in the feedstock. The thermal history of the material determines,
among other aspects, the fraction of impurities that are electrically
active in the Si and the properties of precipitates, for example, and
thus the final impact of impurities on the solar-cell performance.
Therefore, the behavior of impurities in our study, including interactions of impurities with extended defects like dislocations, grain
boundaries or precipitates, is as close as possible to the behavior of
impurities during the entire solar-cell manufacturing value-chain.

Our experimental approach differs from several previous studies
(e.g., ref.[4]) where impurities were introduced by ion implantation
or intentional surface contamination at the wafer level, followed by
thermal annealing of the wafer.
In this article, we discuss the impact on the solar-cell performance, while a separate article describes the segregation
coefficients of the impurities and the interaction between the
impurities and the crystallization process, causing an increased
concentration of extended-crystal defects[5] (e.g., grain boundaries and highly dislocated areas). We believe our studies are
representative and useful for the assessment of the impact of
unwanted impurities in feedstock and crystallization materials
(e.g., crucible, Si3N4 coating, construction materials, etc.).

2. Background
2.1. Comparisons of the Westinghouse Model/Study with this
Model/Study
In the 1970s, a thorough investigation on the impact of impurities was carried out as part of the Low-Cost Solar Array (LCSA)
project, a.k.a. the “Westinghouse study”. This investigation,
carried out on Czochralski (Cz) ingots, examined a very wide
range of impurities. The main differences between the LCSA
investigation and the investigation carried out in this project
are listed in Table 1.
Among the most important of these differences are that the
data reported here refer to a modern, state-of-the-art, industrial
screen-print solar-cell process,[7] that the impact of impurities
is investigated on directionally solidified, multicrystalline material, as opposed to Czochralski silicon ingots. In this work, the
direct relationship between impurities in the feedstock and the
final solar-cell performance is reported and analyzed. This provides the most-straightforward and meaningful interpretation,
especially addressed at specifying feedstock impurity tolerances.
Our conclusions, therefore, do not rely on impurity analysis or
estimated segregation coefficients. By comparison, the previous

Table 1. Main differences between the studies performed in the Low-Cost Solar Array (LCSA) project and in the CrystalClear (CC) project.

Crystallization
Resistivity p-type

CC
Bridgman (directional solidification)

3.5 Ω cm

1.2 Ω cm

Cell thickness

275 μm

185 μm

Cell structure

No ARC,a) no back surface field (BSF)

SiNx, Al-BSF

1 cm2

156 cm2

Area
Average efficiency reference ingot
Fabrication/optimization
Cell process
Device model
Data

a)

2

LCSA
Cz (mainly mono, some multi)

9.5% (14.1% with ARC) on mono

15.5% on multi

No optimization, high reproducibility

No optimization, high reproducibility

Lab state of the art ∼1978

Industry state of the art ∼2008

Analytical solution of transport equations for a single wavelength

Numerical solution of the transport equations PC1D[6]

Efficiency versus wafer impurity concentration,
keff determined by NAAa) and SSMSa)

Efficiency versus added impurity concentration;
no intermediate parameter

Anti Reflection Coating (ARC), Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA), Spark Source Mass Spectroscopy (SSMS)
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3. Method
The concentration of impurities in commercially available silicon wafers is usually too low to be detected using commonly
available techniques, and unintentional contamination during
sample preparation increases the possibility of measurement
artifacts. In addition, it is quite difficult to obtain material with
a significant variation of one specific impurity alone, or a specific combination of impurities, with the aim of identifying
their impact. For these reasons, we intentionally contaminated
silicon feedstock with known amounts of single impurities as
described in Table 2.
Impurities change their state and concentration during the
manufacturing of solar cells. The processes that mainly affect
the impurities are (in processing sequence): crystallization,
emitter formation, SiNx:H deposition, and metal-contact formation. During these processes, phenomena like impurity segregation, internal and external gettering, and bulk defect passivation change the concentration and the recombination activity of
such impurities. The approach used in this work has the advan-

Table 2. Ingot descriptions: the boron and the impurity were introduced
in the silicon charge, with the exception of titanium, which was added
after complete silicon melting.
Element added

Labela)

Boron
[ppm wt (ppma)]

Concentration added
[ppm wt (ppma)]

–

Ref (2x)

0.13 (0.34)

Reference

Fe

Cr

Fe 50

0.13 (0.34)

53 (27)

Fe 200

0.13 (0.34)

200 (101)

Cr 4

0.13 (0.34)

4.08 (2.20)
40.4 (21.8)

Cr 40

0.13 (0.34)

Cr 200

0.13 (0.34)

200 (108)

Ni 40

0.13 (0.34)

36.7 (17.6)

Ni 200

0.13 (0.34)

203 (97.1)

Ti

Ti 10

0.13 (0.34)

9.3 (5.5)

Cu

Cu 100

0.13 (0.34)

97 (43)

Ni

a)

Results for Fe 50 were reported by Coletti et al.[15]
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Westinghouse studies reported the impurity concentrations in
the wafers, determined by the effective segregation coefficients,
versus the solar-cell performance.
In addition, in this study the total ingot height, which corresponds to 100% of the melt weight, was used for the evaluation, as opposite to one section analyzed in the LCSA
project. Therefore, each ingot provides a broad range of
impurity-concentration levels of interest.
The model used here takes into consideration the
distribution of impurities along the ingot height. To extract the
model parameters, the entire set of data along the ingot height
was used. This was necessary because it was of great importance to relate the impact of impurities to the usable fraction of
the ingot in order to gain insight into the contamination level
allowed.

tage of revealing the impurity impact along the entire production chain.
The amounts of impurities added were chosen such that they
targeted typical levels of impurities in commercially produced,
directionally solidified, multicrystalline silicon wafers,[8–9] while
aiming for a noticeable effect on both the wafer and cell levels
in comparison with an uncontaminated reference material.
An equilibrium segregation coefficient for this selection was
assumed.[2]
The prepared contaminated feedstock was used to produce
ingots in a small-scale Bridgman type Crystalox DS 250 furnace. This furnace allowed the growth of 12 kg ingots by the
directional-solidification method, with a diameter of 250 mm
and a height of 110 mm. The ingots were grown at Sintef in
Norway. Almost all of the impurities studied were introduced
together with the feedstock before the melting took place. Titanium was the only exception, due to its affinity to react with
oxygen and form a wide range of oxides. In order to reduce
their formation, titanium was added to the melt after complete
melting had been detected.
Together with the chosen metal impurity, boron was
added, targetting a base p-type doping level of about 1 Ω cm
(see Table 2).
In order to minimize and, even more importantly, to control
any unintentional contamination, the following precautions
were adopted for the ingot solidification: i) prime quality polysilicon feedstock; ii) electronic-grade crucible[10] made of fused
quartz; iii) purified silicon nitride coating as described in ref.[11]
The unintentional contamination of each ingot, though
minimal, can be considered to be approximately the same. Two
reference ingots without any addition of impurities were grown
in the same conditions. The reference ingots gave an average,
as-grown minority-carrier lifetime of about 60 μs in the middle
of the ingot. This level is typical for high-quality, commercial,
multicrystalline material. In this condition, the added impurity
acts like a perturbation (in most cases large) of the “normal”
contamination levels. This allows them to be studied in combination with a background level of impurities without a significant interaction.
Impurities can interact with each other[12] reducing their
overall impact. In this way their impact is no longer simply a
linear combination of the single impurities. In this paper, we
study the impact of single impurities and we leave the impact
of impurity combinations to a future publication.
The levels of interstitial oxygen and substitutional carbon in
the as-grown wafers were approximately 8 ± 2 ppma and 2 ±
2 ppma, respectively, as measured by FTIR spectroscopy,[13]
which is in the concentration range of typical, commercial,
multicrystalline ingots.
A selection of 200 μm-thick wafers, from about 10 positions
from the bottom to the top of the ingots, was subjected to the
p-type solar-cell process. The solar-cell process is a state-of-theart industrial process including P-diffusion, Al-Back Surface
Field (BSF) SiNx:H firing through.[7]
The same process was applied to the contaminated material,
as well as to the reference material. No process optimization
was carried out for the contaminated ingots since, for this investigation, we were studying the impact of the impurities on a
stable, reference cell process. For this reason, this investigation
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might be more restrictive in terms of allowed impurity levels.
Indeed the contaminated ingots might benefit from improved
processing (e.g., optimized gettering either external or internal
and optimized hydrogenation)[14] depending on the impurity
species present.
Throughout this paper, we use the notation “Xx YY” to identify the different ingots, where Xx represents the element and
YY the amount added to the feedstock. For example, Cr 40
refers to the multicrystalline silicon ingot intentionally contaminated with 40 ppm wt of chromium.
Results of the ingot with 50 ppm wt of iron were reported
by Coletti et al.;[15] however, for completeness and comparison,
some results from this ingot are also reported in this paper.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Impact on the Solar-Cell Efficiency
In Figure 1, the efficiencies of the solar cells produced from
wafers of the contaminated ingots are shown as a function of
the ingot height. For all of the contaminated ingots, the solarcell performances were best and, in some cases comparable
to the reference, uncontaminated solar cells, in the range of
40–70% of the ingot height. Roughly, the efficiency results of
the contaminated ingots can be divided into 3 regions: a bottom
region up to 40% where the efficiency was lowered, a middle
region from about 40 to 70% where the performance was best,
and a top region above 70% of the ingot height where again the
efficiency decreased towards the top.
The efficiency reduction in the bottom and on the side of
directionally solidified, multicrystalline ingots is a known
effect[16] due to the contact of the ingot with the crucible and the
Si3N4 coating. The efficiency reduction observed in the bottom
of the contaminated ingots was more extended than in the reference ingot (below 10% of the ingot height). The cause for this
extended degradation near the bottom cannot be related to the
in-diffusion of impurities from the crucible or coating, since
approximately the same conditions (e.g., melting time, crystallization time and cooling) were applied for the casting of all
the ingots. Indeed a poorer crystallographic structure has been
reported[15] in the Fe 50 ingot, in comparison with the reference
ingot. Smaller grains and highly dislocated areas were found in
the bottom and top of the ingot. In this study, we found that the
degradation in the bottom increased with the impurity level in
the feedstock (see Figure 1). In addition to iron, this degradation was visible for chromium, nickel and copper. In the case
of titanium, the efficiency degradation was so large that it was
difficult to discriminate a possible bottom effect from the segregation effect. However, this does not always correspond to an
increase in the crystallographic defect density.[17]
The performance degradation in the top of the ingot is a
well-known effect as well. During crystallization, impurities
segregate into the molten phase. Most transition metals have
such a small segregation coefficient that we can consider the
amount of impurities actually depleted from the molten-silicon
interface to be negligible. At the same time, the molten
volume decreases as the crystallization proceeds. At 90% of the

4
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Figure 1. Solar-cell efficiency versus position along the ingot height from
the bottom: a) Ingots contaminated with 50 and 200 ppm wt of iron;
b) Ingots contaminated with 4, 40 and 200 ppm wt of chromium; c) Ingots
contaminated with 40 and 200 ppm wt of nickel; d) Ingots contaminated
with 10 ppm wt of titanium and 100 ppm wt of copper.

growth, the molten volume is 10 times smaller, which means,
due to the negligible depletion, that a 10-times-higher concentration of impurities is in the melt, and therefore in the solid
as well, in comparison to the initial concentration. At 99% of
the growth the concentration is 100 times higher and so forth.
In addition, immediately after crystallization completion and
during the cooling the impurities diffuse back from the top,
spreading their concentration. This phenomenon is limited by
the cooling rate and impurity diffusivity to a small fraction of
the ingot height.
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The efficiency reduction observed in the top of the contaminated ingot can therefore be explained by the combination of
these effects. If the degradation in the reference ingot is visible at 99% of the ingot height, an ingot with a 10-times-higher
impurity concentration shows this degradation at 90% and so
forth. In the next section, we describe a model based on the
segregation of impurities to verify that, indeed, segregation is
the leading mechanism that explains the degradation trend
towards the top of the ingots.
4.2. Impact on the Internal Quantum Efficiency
In order to understand the degradation mechanisms observed
and their causes, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of
the solar cells was calculated from the spectral response and
reflectance measurements (see Figure 2 as an example for the
ingot with Ti 10). In Figure 3, the relative IQEs at 400 nm and
1000 nm compared to the reference ingot at the respective
wavelength are shown for each contaminated ingot as a function of the ingot position from the bottom to the top. We chose
to report the IQEs only at these wavelengths for clarity of the
figures.
The IQE at 400 nm gives information on the emitter recombination due to the shallow absorption of these photons in silicon. Below 400 nm, the absorption in the SiNx antireflecting
layer needs to be taken into consideration, complicating the
analysis unnecessarily.
On the other hand, photons with a wavelength of 1000 nm
are absorbed deep in the silicon wafers. Therefore, IQEs at this
wavelength are linked to the minority-carrier diffusion length,
as well as to the rear surface conditions, in terms of both passivation and reflection. Since a highly reproducible solar-cell

Figure 2. IQE versus wavelength and position in the ingot for the ingot
with 10 ppm wt of titanium. The IQE at long wavelength (e.g., 1000 nm)
decreases towards the top of the ingot. The inset shows the IQEs at
400 nm and 1000 nm, which are related to the emitter recombination
and the base recombination, respectively.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–12

Figure 3. Relative IQE versus position in the ingot from the bottom, at a
wavelength of 400 nm (a) and 1000 nm (b). The IQE at 400 nm represents
the recombination in the emitter region while the IQE at 1000 nm represents the recombination in the bulk. Chromium, iron (not shown) and
titanium reduce the IQE at long wavelength (1000 nm). Nickel reduces
the IQE at short wavelength (400 nm). Copper reduces the IQE at both
long and short wavelengths.

process was applied and assuming that the properties of the
rear surface were not changed by the presence of impurities,
the IQEs variation at 1000 nm was directly linked to variations
in the base-bulk recombination. On the other hand, if the impurities do interact with the rear surface (e.g., degrading the surface passivation) the IQE at 1000 nm will be reduced, resulting
in an overestimation of the base-bulk recombination. However,
such an interaction is unlikely, and so we interpreted the IQE at
1000 nm to be related only to base-bulk recombination.
Iron, chromium and titanium led to an increase in the basebulk recombination. The base-bulk recombination scaled with the
impurity level as expected. In addition it increased with the ingot
height as expected, considering the segregation of impurities
into the liquid phase during the crystallization. The ingot with
50 ppm wt of iron showed such an increase also in the bottom,
while in the ingot with 200 ppm wt, this effect was present but
masked by the lower IQE at 1000 nm along the overall ingot.
These impurities did not lead to any increase of emitter
recombination along the overall ingot. This suggests that, even
in the very top of the ingots, the high concentrations of Fe, Cr,
and Ti did not affect the emitter recombination, at least to the
levels that the solar-cell performances were reduced. Despite
the fact that gettering to the emitter was very effective, for
example, for Fe and Cr, as evident from the negligible impact of
such impurities in the middle of the ingot, the accumulation of
atoms in the emitter region did not cause additional noticeable
recombination.
Nickel did not show an increase in the base-bulk recombination. Even the highest concentration introduced in the feedstock
(200 ppm wt) did not cause a visible effect at long wavelengths.
Therefore, its effect on the base-bulk recombination can be
considered to be a second-order effect. On the other hand, the
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Table 3. Impurity electrical activity and impurity limit calculated for each impurity. Also shown are the effective segregation coefficients and minoritycarrier capture cross sections used in the calculation of the electrical activity. Diffusivity and solubility value extrapolated to temperatures beyond the
validity region.
Impurity

Minority-carrier capture
Electrical
Impurity limita) – (fitting ingot
used), CL [ppm wt (ppma)]
cross section, σn [cm2] activity α [%]

Diffusivity @ RT and
850 °C [18] [cm2 s−1]

Solubility
@ 850 °C [18] [cm−3]

Effective segregation
coefficient,[19] keff [−]

Cr

(2 × 10−19) (3.6 × 10−7)

(1.7 × 1012)

3.1 × 10−6

σnCrB = 4.5 × 10−15[32]

5.9

8 (4.3) – Cr40

Fe

(4 × 10−15) 1.2 × 10−6

(1.2 × 1013)

1.5 × 10−5

σnFe = 4 × 10−14[28]

0.11

11 (5.5) – Fe50

Ti

(3 × 10−36) 7.6 × 10−11

(1–7 × 1010)

3.5 × 10−5

σnTidd = 1.5 × 10−15[29]

93

0.11 (0.065) – Ti10

–

–

–

13 (6.2) – Ni40/30 (14) – Ni200

–

–

–

8 (3.5) – Cu100

−11

) 1.6 × 10

−5

Ni

(2 × 10

Cu

(1 × 10−9) 8.0 × 10−5

3.5 × 10

16

(1.1 × 1017)

a)

Performance degradation of about 2%rel at 90% of the ingot height.

IQE at 400 nm decreased in both of the Ni-contaminated ingots.
The reduction increased towards the top of the ingots due to
impurity segregation in the liquid phase, confirming that this
effect was indeed caused by the presence of nickel, and it scaled
with the concentration as well.
Copper showed an increase in the base-bulk recombination
towards the top of the ingot in a similar way to Fe, Cr and Ti.
However an increased recombination in the emitter, especially
in the top of the ingot, was also observed.
Nickel and copper are both fast-diffusing transition metals.
During wafer cooling, even without the presence of phosphorus
diffusion, nickel and copper become supersaturated and diffuse to the wafer surfaces where they form precipitates. On the
other hand, atoms that cannot reach the surfaces form precipitates in the bulk. The reason for copper influencing the basebulk recombination might be related to the higher solubility
(see Table 3) of Cu with respect to Ni (about 1 order of magnitude). In addition, Cu preferentially forms metal-rich precipitates, Cu3Si, which do not fit well in the Si lattice, as opposed to
the silicon-rich precipitates of Ni (NiSi2), which present a better
fit. Due the misfit of the copper precipitates, more silicon selfinterstitials are emitted; therefore, copper precipitates are decorated with an extended extrinsic dislocation network,[18] potentially resulting in higher bulk recombination.

between 50 and 200 ppm wt concentrations in the top. In Cr
4, the FF was similar to the reference, uncontaminated ingot,
along the overall ingot.
In the case of nickel, the reduction in the top of the ingot
with 40 ppm wt was very limited in comparison to the ingot
with a similar amount of Cr. In this case, we had to consider
that the atomic concentration in the melt for nickel was about
20% less than chromium (due both to the different concentrations and the different atomic weights).
An exception was for the ingot with Ni 200, for which the FF
had a deeper impact from the top in comparison to the ingots
with the same amount of both Cr and Fe. It is interesting to
note that copper with 100 ppm wt had a FF degradation deeper
from the top, in comparison with both Cr 200 and Fe 200 similar to nickel.
The impact of 10 ppm wt of Ti was much smaller towards
the top, in comparison with 40 ppm wt of Fe and Cr, despite the
larger degradation observed in the efficiency.
The FF degradation in the bottom of the ingots was not visible in ingots containing less than about 10 ppm wt (e.g., of

4.3. Impact on the Solar-Cell Fill Factor
The recombination in the base as well as in the emitter reasonably explains the degradation of the contaminated ingots;
however, the large effect in the bottom and in the very top is
not yet completely accounted for. The fill-factor (FF) decrease is
another mechanism that plays a role in the (further) decrease
of the solar-cell performance. As shown in Figure 4, the FFs of
the solar cell were significantly reduced in the bottom and in
the very top of the ingots contaminated at high and medium
concentrations. These solar cells were mainly affected by the
presence of shunts. The FF limitation, due to the link with the
Voc as reported by Green[20] and the minority-carrier injectionlevel dependency as calculated by Macdonald et al.[21] played a
second-order effect here.
In the case of chromium, there was hardly any distinction
in the FF degradation in the top, between the two ingots with
40 and 200 ppm wt. Iron also showed almost no difference

6
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Figure 4. Fill factor versus position in the ingot. The top ingots were
contaminated with chromium, iron and titanium. The bottom ingots were
contaminated with nickel and copper.
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5. Modelling
The impurity-impact model described in this section was derived
to understand the main physical phenomena that contribute to
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chromium and titanium). Instead, above 40 ppm wt, the degradation was visible and scaled with the impurity concentration differently to that which was observed in the top. The
onset for the degradation in the bottom should be in the range
10–40 ppm wt.
In conclusion the onset for the FF degradation was, to a
first approximation, dependent on the amount of impurities introduced, rather than on their species. For both Cr and
Fe, a similar FF degradation trend was visible at both medium
(40–50 ppm wt) and high (200 ppm wt) concentrations, indicating that a kind of saturation to the FF reduction was reached.
The exception was for nickel, where the degradation at
200 ppm wt started at a lower height than for Cr and Fe at the same
concentrations. The different behavior of Ni, and to some extent
Cu, can be explained by its fast diffusivity in silicon, which is
also responsible for the reduced IQE at short wavelength. As
fast diffusers, they could easily out-diffuse during cooling,
forming precipitates at the wafer surfaces. The presence of
such precipitates in the emitter region can cause additional
shunts that can be responsible for the greater FF reduction that
is observed at high concentration (i.e., Ni 200 and Cu 100). On
the contrary, at lower concentration (Ni 40), the FF degradation
might be related to the same mechanism affecting the Cr and
Fe (see next paragraph) since the smaller size of such precipitates did not cause the additional shunts observed in Ni 200.
In order to outline the mechanism that affects the FF degradation, images of these solar cells were taken using lock-in
thermography.[22] The shunts revealed by this technique were
mainly located along the grain boundaries (GBs). The shunt
areas were analyzed on neighboring wafers by means of scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. In the shunt location, we found the presence of filaments
and sheets coming out from the GBs and containing nitrogen.
The relation between SiN and SiC inclusions with the shunt
is well documented in the literature.[23] Here it is important
to note that, despite the large concentration of impurities, the
cause of the severe shunt was directly related to the presence of
nitrogen rather than to the impurity itself. The impurity might
have nucleated the formation of such a filament or rod.[24] This
can explain why the shunts were visible in the ingots with high
and medium concentrations of impurities.
The appearance of this phenomenon in the bottom of
the ingot might be aggravated by the geometry of the small,
lab-scale furnace that was used to cast the ingots and by the use
of crucibles with a spherical bottom. Circular areas in the diffusion-length maps[15] with increased crystal defects, which are
centered on the original ingot centre, point in this direction.
The cause of these shunts is not well understood and the
interpretation of these issues will need a dedicated study and,
most likely, an adaptation of the crystallization process.
In the next section we describe a model based on the segregation of impurities to verify that this is the leading mechanism that
explains the degradation trend observed at the top of the ingots.

the solar-cell-performance degradation along the ingot. In addition, the model provides a means of predicting the behavior of
solar cells manufactured from silicon, containing known concentrations of impurities. The aim was also to define a unique
parameter to quantify the ‘dangerousness’ of each impurity. In
the first part, we based the model on degradation due to the
reduction in the base-bulk lifetime of iron, chromium and titanium, while in the second part, the emitter-bulk recombination
is taken into account to model the behavior of nickel. In the third
part, the combination of the two effects is considered to model
copper. The Scheil distribution of impurities along the ingot is
the common mechanism considered in all of the models.
5.1. Base-Bulk Recombination
The assumptions for the formulation of the model are listed
below:
i) The impurity distribution along the ingot height scales according to the Scheil equation Cs = keff C0 (1 − x)(keff −1),
where Cs is the total concentration in the solid, C0 is the starting concentration in molten silicon, keff is the effective segregation coefficient and x is the position from the bottom of
the ingot.
ii) The concentration of electrically active impurities (Nt) is
proportional to the total concentration of impurities (Cs),
Nt = "Cs

(1)

iii) The minority-carrier lifetime in the base-bulk can be described by:
1
1
1
1
=
+
= < th Fn Nt +
Jb
J imp J other
J other

(2)

where 1/τimp is the recombination due to the element intentionally added, which is proportional to the concentration Nt of
electrically active impurities at low injection level, and 1/τother is
the recombination due to other defects ( i.e., not caused by the
intentionally added impurity). νth is the thermal velocity of the
charge carrier; σn is the capture cross section of electrons for
the respective metal.
iv) The effect of impurities on the solar cell is that of increasing
the recombination in the base bulk. The solar-cell performance as a function of the base-bulk lifetime has been modelled
using PC1D,[6] a software dedicated to the numerical solution
of the transport equations.
Assumption (1) has been verified by neutron-activation analysis, as reported in ref.[25] The electrical activity is influenced
by phenomena like precipitation, gettering and hydrogenation.
Therefore the proportionality constant (α) is element dependent
and is a global parameter since it correlates the electrical
activity at the end of the solar-cell process with the total, initial
solid-impurity concentration. In Equation (2), we discriminate
between recombination due to the addition of the target impurity and recombination via defects already present in the material (e.g., unintentional contamination, grain boundaries, dislocations etc.). We used the reference ingots (not intentionally
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Figure 5. The product of short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage
versus position in the ingot from the bottom, for the ingots contaminated
with chromium. The model used is based on the degradation of the basebulk recombination. The parameter fitting was carried out on the ingot
with 40 ppm wt of chromium, obtaining an excellent fitting. The model
has been validated using the ingots with 4 ppm wt and 200 ppm wt.

contaminated) as an estimate for 1/τother. We assume here that
the impact of the added impurity results in recombination that
is proportional to the concentration of the added impurity. In
the case where the dissolved impurity dominates the recombination (i.e., negligible impact of extended crystallographic
defects and precipitates), σn is the minority-carrier capture
cross section of the point defect. Otherwise, this parameter represents an ‘effective’ minority-carrier capture cross section of
the dominant extended defect (e.g., precipitates, etc.).
The impact of impurities on the FF cannot be modelled
with a one-dimensional model since the FF is mainly limited
by shunts that have a spatial distribution and involve interactions with other elements (e.g., nitrogen). Therefore we
chose to model the Jsc × Voc product of the solar cell along the
ingot. The only fitting parameter of the model is the product
keff × σn × α.[26] C0 is the concentration of added impurity in
the feedstock. In Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7, the fit of the
model with the raw data is shown for the Cr 40, Fe 50 and Ti
10 ingots. The model fits the experimental data trend very well
along the ingot height. An exception is in the bottom of the

Figure 6. The product of short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage
versus position in the ingot from the bottom, for the ingots contaminated
with iron. The model used is based on the degradation of the base-bulk
recombination. The parameter fitting has been carried out on the ingot
with 50 ppm wt of iron obtaining an excellent fitting. The model has been
validated using the ingot with 200 ppm wt, obtaining a good fitting of the
data up to 85% of the ingot height.
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Figure 7. The product of short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage
versus position in the ingot from the bottom, for the ingots contaminated with titanium and copper, separately. Titanium: the model used
for titanium was based on the degradation of the base-bulk recombination. An excellent data fitting has been obtained. Copper: the model using
only the base recombination overestimated the performance in the top
(dash line) for copper. A better model is based on the degradation of the
emitter-bulk recombination and the base-bulk recombination together.
A relatively good data fitting has been obtained (solid line).

Fe 50 ingot, since degradation in the bottom is not taken into
consideration in the model.
The distribution of impurities according to the Scheil equation is the dominant mechanism explaining the solar-cell degradation trend along the ingot. The peculiarity of this finding is
that the Scheil distribution leaves its fingerprint from the crystallization until the final solar cell. The effect of phosphorous
gettering and hydrogenation reduces the impact of impurities,
but the underlying trend from the Scheil equation remains. It
is expected that gettering flattens the distribution of impurities
along the ingot. However, a reduced gettering effectiveness has
been reported towards the top of the ingots in the case of Fe,
and this has been explained by the degeneration of the crystallographic structure (e.g., GBs and highly dislocated areas) as
reported in ref.[15] Indeed the gettering effectiveness is known
to be influenced by the presence of dislocations.[27]
In order to validate the model, the same fitting parameter for
Cr 40 was used to fit the data for the ingots with 200 ppm wt
and 4 ppm wt of chromium by changing only the added Cr concentration (C0). The model predictions, both for 200 ppm wt
and 4 ppm wt, overlay perfectly the experimental data (see
Figure 5). An exception occurs in the bottom of the Cr 200
ingot, since the degradation there is not taken into consideration by the model. Since the effect in the bottom is visible only
for higher concentrations of impurities, the model gives a good
prediction for medium to low concentration levels along the
entire ingot length. A similar validation has been attempted
for the ingot with 200 ppm wt of Fe. It is visible in Figure 6
that the model overlaps the experimental data in the range 40
to 85% of the ingot height. A deviation is observed above about
85% where the model overestimates the impact of Fe on the
solar-cell performance. To understand this deviation, we have to
consider that this validation method assumes that the electrical
activity α of the impurity is constant, independent from the
concentration of impurities. In the case of the Fe 200 ingot, an
electrical activity of 4% has been found[25] on as-grown wafers
from the ratio between the interstitial and the total Fe, in comparison to an electrical activity of 10% found for Fe 50.[15] This
factor-two difference in the electrical activity, even on as-grown
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5.2. Emitter-Bulk Recombination
The addition of nickel to the feedstock did not reduce the
base-bulk diffusion length at the solar-cell level, as reported in
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material, could explain the deviation in the top of the ingot.
A thorough fitting of the data of the Fe 200 ingot cannot be
achieved due to the relatively flat profile of the Jsc × Voc product
along the ingot.
In the model shown, the simulation of the Jsc and the Voc
separately have a maximum discrepancy of about 1% or less.
It is relevant to compare the value of α for each impurity
since it reveals information about the ability of the ingotgrowth and solar-cell processes to reduce the detrimental effect
of the impurities by means of, for example, precipitation,
gettering and hydrogenation. This parameter is not directly
a fitting parameter since the product keff × σn × α is actually
fitted. The effective segregation coefficient, keff, has been measured by means of Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA).[19,25] It
is possible to then estimate α by assuming that the dissolved
impurity dominates the recombination, and therefore σn is the
minority-carrier capture cross section of the point defect. This
assumption is not completely fulfilled since at higher concentration levels (e.g., in the top, or for ingots with high addedimpurity level) the impurity interacts with the crystallographic
structure increasing crystallographic defects[15,25] (e.g., GBs and
dislocations) and therefore participating in and increasing the
bulk recombination. However, to the extent of its validity (e.g.,
at lower concentrations), the estimation of α can give an indication of the impurity electrical activity. In Table 3, the values
of σn[28–30] used to calculate α are reported. It is evident that α
is as low as 0.1% for Fe. This means that just a small amount
of this impurity is active or contributes to the recombination.
In the case of Cr, α is about 6%, which is reasonable considering that the diffusivity is 3 times smaller and the solubility
is 1 order of magnitude smaller, in comparison to iron. In the
case of titanium, we assume that the dominant recombination
occurs through the double-donor defect energy-level as proposed by Paudyal et al.[29] This is reasonable due to the similarity between the samples investigated there and in this study
(e.g., multicrystalline ingot prepared by intentional addition of
Ti in the silicon melt). Using the electron-capture cross section
measured by Paudyal, α is as large as 90%. Indeed, Ti, being
a slow diffuser in silicon, presents hardly any getterability and
precipitation. Therefore, its electrical activity is expected to be
close to the total atomic concentration.
We stress that the α values have been determined for a stateof-the-art industrial-type process, as described in Section 3. We
demonstrate that these values of α can be actually achieved
with the technology available today, and represent a benchmark.
Therefore, best-practice industrial production should experience similar sensitivity towards the impact of impurities. In
addition, these values of α are an underestimation of what can
be tolerated with future developments, since no dedicated optimization (e.g., annealing, gettering, defect passivation etc.) was
carried out for the intentionally contaminated ingots. A similar
argument applies to the accepted impurity level CL described in
Section 6.

the previous section. Instead, nickel has the peculiar effect of
reducing the IQE at short wavelengths, which corresponds to
recombination taking place in the emitter region. This recombination (also often characterized as an emitter saturation current
density, Joe) is the combination of the emitter-bulk recombination and the surface recombination-velocity. In order to model
the impact of nickel, a model for recombination in the emitter
has been produced. We model the solar cell as a base and emitter
volume, characterized by their bulk recombination, τb and τbe,
respectively. The bulk-base recombination is kept constant. The
front-surface recombination-velocity is assumed to be constant
as well, for simplicity, and further arguments for the validity of
this assumption are presented below. We aimed to verify whether
the bulk-emitter recombination can explain the trend of the
Jsc × Voc product along the ingot. The model used was similar
to that described for base-bulk recombination, but Equation (2)
now refers to the emitter-bulk recombination (τbe in place of τb,
and σp in place of σn). We have to consider that, similar to the
case of base-bulk recombination, α is a global parameter that
represents the fraction of impurities that contributes to recombination in the emitter, and includes phenomena like precipitation, gettering and hydrogenation. In addition, since most of
the nickel in the base diffuses towards the wafer surfaces, the
nickel concentration in the emitter is much higher than in the
bulk, therefore α can be larger than unity and cannot be directly
compared to the α estimated in the case of base-bulk recombination. We should note that Nt, σp and α refer to the dominant
defect that is active in the n-type emitter. Since nickel precipitates quantitatively, this defect is quite likely to be nickel precipitates. Indeed Trushin et al.[31] estimated a large hole-capture
cross section (σp = 1 × 10−11 cm2) for NiSi2. However, since both
the precipitates characteristics (e.g., size and density) and the
recombination parameters of Ni are not definitely known, the
electrical activity α of nickel cannot be directly determined.
Nevertheless, this does not prevent an attempt to fit the data to
at least verify the overall validity of the model.
To this end, the Jsc × Voc product of the solar cell along the
ingot was fitted with the model. The only fitting parameter of the
model is the product keff × σp × α (σp being the minority-carrier
capture cross section of the dominant defect). In Figure 8, the
fit of the model to the raw data is shown for the ingot with
40 ppm wt of nickel. The model fits the experimental data along
the ingot height very well. This clearly demonstrates that the
distribution of impurities according to Scheil is the dominant
mechanism, explaining the solar-cell degradation trend along
the ingot, even in the case of emitter recombination.
In order to verify that, indeed, emitter-bulk recombination
explains the degradation of the solar-cell performance, we simulated Jsc and Voc separately, using the same fitting parameters
used to fit the Jsc × Voc product. The Voc is mainly degraded in
comparison with the Jsc. We verified that the model predicts the
behavior of these two parameters separately very well, and that
Voc is mainly responsible for the degradation.
In analogy to the procedure used above for the base-bulk
recombination caused by Cr and Fe, we attempted to validate
the model by using the fitting parameter from the Ni 40 ingot
to then fit the data from the ingot with Ni 200, by changing
only the added Ni concentration (C0). The model strongly
underestimates the Jsc × Voc product of the Ni 200 ingot along
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about the recombination parameters of precipitates; thus, this
hypothesis remains unproven. It is generally accepted that the
emitter recombination is a regime limited by Auger recombination and that recombination via defect levels is a secondorder effect and probably one of the reasons why gettering
works. The large, estimated capture cross section of NiSi2 is
the only evidence that precipitated Ni is extremely active and
therefore the emitter goes into a Shockley–Read–Hall limited
regime, which could explain the degradation observed in the
emitter.
Figure 8. The product of short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage
versus position in the ingot from the bottom, for the ingots contaminated with nickel. The model used was based on the degradation of the
emitter-bulk recombination. The data fitting was carried out on the ingot
with 40 ppm wt of nickel, obtaining an excellent fit. The model was validated using the ingot with 200 ppm wt, obtaining bad data fitting (dash
line). On fitting the ingot with 200 ppm wt separately, a reduced electrical
activity is found (solid line).

the ingot height. In order to fit the experimental data, the σp ×
α[32] product must be reduced by about a factor of two to obtain
a good fitting. This means that the model explains the degradation trend, but either the dominant defect (σp) or the electrical
activity (α) changes. The precipitation of nickel is not diffusion
limited; therefore, one could expect that the Ni precipitates
grow in size, reducing the electrical activity per Ni atom.
The simulations of the Jsc and the Voc separately for Ni 200
(using the reduced electrical activity) have a discrepancy of
about 1%. Indeed, experimentally, the Ni 200 ingot has similar
Voc to that of the Ni 40 ingot up to 80% of the ingot height,
while the Jsc degrades along the overall ingot. In the Jsc × Voc
product, these two effects compensate each other, explaining
the good fitting obtained.
In the device, the presence of nickel in the emitter region
might have an impact on the front-surface recombination-velocity
as well as on the emitter-bulk recombination. However, the model
includes recombination on the base emitter alone. Building a
model that includes both phenomena will unnecessarily complicate it without adding much information. Indeed, very little is
known about the minority-carrier capture cross section of substitutional nickel in the bulk (interstitial nickel is unstable because
it out-diffuses to the surfaces) and even less is known about the
surface-recombination parameters. In addition, nickel precipitates massively and therefore recombination parameters for the
precipitates need to be taken into account as well.
The diffusivity of nickel explains the different behavior of
Ni in comparison to, for example, Fe and Cr. Getterable impurities like Fe or Cr should also increase recombination in the
emitter. The lack of this degradation for Cr and Fe is not yet
understood. We can suggest that Fe has a very-small minoritycarrier cross section in the n-type emitter layer (7 × 10−17 cm2),
which could explain why iron does not reduce the IQE at short
wavelengths. The same argument does not apply to Cr since its
capture cross section is believed to be about 2 orders of magnitude higher, as reported by Schmidt.[30] On the other hand,
if precipitates dominate recombination in the emitter, the
iron- and chromium-precipitate capture cross sections should
also be small, by the same argument. Very little is known
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5.3. Model for Cu
The addition of copper to the feedstock causes an impact on
the IQE at long wavelength as well as at short wavelength, as is
reported in the previous section. In order to model the behavior
of copper, the model for the base-bulk recombination is not sufficient on its own. In Figure 7, it is shown that the Jsc × Voc
product in the top of the ingot is largely overestimated. This
means that another recombination mechanism is active and
becomes important in the region of the ingot where the concentration of copper increases. Therefore, we include recombination in the emitter-bulk in the model, too. To model the data,
the contribution of each of the two models (base-bulk recombination and emitter-bulk recombination) needs to be determined.
Fitting the Jsc × Voc product is not possible since it is influenced
by both recombination channels. Therefore, we fitted separately
the IQEs at 400 nm and 1000 nm with the model for emitterbulk recombination and base-bulk recombination, respectively.
The two fitting parameters, one for each type of recombination,
are the products keff × σp × α and keff × σn × α, as described for
the two separate models. The results of the two fittings are then
given as input to PC1D[6] to calculate the Jsc × Voc product of the
combined recombination. A tentative, better fitting is visible at
a higher ingot height, as seen in Figure 7.

6. Accepted Impurity Level
The effect of impurities like Fe, Cr, Ti, Ni and Cu has been modelled and the fitting parameters have been estimated. We used the
model to classify the dangerousness of each impurity and to estimate the impact of a certain amount of impurities in the feedstock on the solar-cell performance. We define CL as the limiting
concentration of impurities in the molten silicon charge that
results in a Jsc × Voc product with about a 2% relative degradation with respect to the reference, uncontaminated ingot, up to
90% of the ingot height. Each impurity has a characteristic value
of CL. The meaning of CL is that each single-impurity element,
when present at this level, causes the same impact on the solarcell performance along the ingot. It therefore represents a true
measure of impurity impact. The higher the CL value, the lower
is the impact on the solar-cell level.
We estimated CL for all of the impurities that we modelled, as
shown in Table 3. The result is that 8 ppm wt of Cr, 11 ppm wt
of Fe, or 0.1 ppm wt of Ti are all equivalents in terms of solar
cell performances. In the case of nickel, 13 ppm wt was found
for the Ni 40 ingot and 30 in the case of Ni 200 ingot. This is
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7. Conclusions
The impact of impurities on solar-cell performance was investigated. The transition metals iron, chromium, nickel, titanium
and copper were considered in this study. Each impurity was
intentionally added to the silicon feedstock used to grow p-type,
directionally solidified, multicrystalline silicon ingots. The contamination levels were chosen, targeting typical levels of such
impurities in silicon ingots, while aiming for a noticeable effect
on both the wafer and cell level in comparison to the uncontaminated reference material. A state-of-the-art screen-print
solar-cell process was applied to wafers cut from the ingot from
the bottom to the top. The obtained solar cells were characterized and compared to reference, uncontaminated solar cells to
correlate the cell performance with the impurity-contamination
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due to the different electrical activity at higher concentration,
as reported in the model section. The former limit (13 ppm wt)
should be better considered since more restrictive and since it
is inferred from ingot Ni 40 which has a contamination closer
to this limit than ingot Ni 200. Copper results in a CL value of
8 ppm wt, like chromium and similar to iron. This was quite
unexpected since copper is believed to have a weaker impact on
the cell performance than other impurities, mainly due to its
large diffusivity. However, we need to consider that the segregation coefficient of copper[2] is about two orders of magnitude
higher than iron.
Only if a single element is present and other sources of contamination (e.g., crucible, Si3N4 coating, etc.) provide a negligible contribution, this value can roughly be approximated to
the allowed concentration of impurities in the feedstock. Note
that interactions between the impurities can cause a non-linear
behavior that complicates the estimate in the generic case.
It is important to note that CL is not affected by the measurements of the effective segregation coefficient, the capture
cross section and the electrical activity individually, since it is
their product that is the fitting parameter. Therefore CL directly
relates the added concentration of impurities to the solar-cell
performance, relying on the model assumptions alone.
The advantage of the CL value is that it includes all the different physical properties of a specific impurity (e.g., diffusivity, solubility, getterability, segregation coefficient, etc.) in
one single parameter that can be easily compared. We stress
that the CL was determined by modelling a state-of-the-art
industrial-type process, described in Section 3. In addition, the
results represent an underestimation of what can be achieved
with future development since no dedicated optimization (e.g.,
annealing, gettering, defect passivation etc.) was carried out for
the intentionally contaminated ingots.
The importance of CL is relevant, not just from the feedstock
point of view. Impurity contaminations can come from other
sources as well, for example the purity of the crucible and the
Si3N4 coating.[33] In addition, the construction materials and
the use of catalysts or reducing agents for the fabrication of the
feedstock, as well as the ingot-casting equipment, represent a
known source of silicon contamination. Therefore, it is a fundamental issue for the further development of photovoltaics to
accurately ascertain the impact of such impurities.

levels. Adding 50 ppm wt of iron or 40 ppm wt of nickel or
chromium to the silicon feedstock resulted in equivalent solarcell performances, compared to the reference, in the range of
40 to 70% of the ingot height. Addition of 10 ppm wt of titanium dramatically reduced the efficiency along the entire
ingot. Impurities like iron, chromium and titanium caused a
reduction in the wafer diffusion length. Nickel did not have an
impact on the diffusion length, even at the highest concentration used in the feedstock (200 ppm wt). On the other hand,
nickel affected the emitter recombination strongly, significantly
reducing the solar-cell performance. Copper had the peculiarity
of impacting both the baes-bulk recombination as well as the
emitter-bulk recombination.
Two models were derived to fit the degradation along the
entire ingot, based on the Scheil distribution of impurities.
The solar-cell performance was modelled as a function of the
base-bulk recombination and emitter-bulk recombination. The
models fitted the experimental data very well. The models were
also successfully validated using ingots with different concentration levels of impurities. Unexpectedly, the Scheil distribution of impurities along the ingot left its fingerprint also at the
end of the solar-cell process. A measure of the impurity impact
was defined as the level of impurity that causes a degradation
of about 2%, up to 90% of the ingot height. This directly related
the added concentration of impurities to the solar-cell performance and it was not affected by the knowledge of the effective
segregation coefficient, the capture cross section and the electrical activity individually, since just their product was the fitting parameter used in the model. The result was that 8 ppm wt
of Cr, 11 ppm wt of Fe, 0.1 ppm wt of Ti, 13 ppm wt of Ni, or
8 ppm wt of Cu are all equivalents in terms of solar-cell performance. The advantage of this parameter is that it comprises
the different impurities’ physical characteristics in one single
parameter that can be easily compared.
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